McIntosh has designed tremendous flexibility and configurability into the MX121 processor while simultaneously reducing operational complexity.

Two additional zones allow for expansion into other listening areas of the home, with independent sources selection and volume adjustment in each area.

Cutting-edge features include HDMI 3D video switching, video upscaling to 1080P, Apple AirPlay wireless streaming through iTunes, and a USB input for your iPod®, iPad®, or iPhone®.

Audyssey MultEQ XT digital processing transforms problem rooms into great performance venues, while XT Auto Calibration makes setup a breeze.

Sound quality takes front-row seating in the MX121. Balanced outputs and inputs are included, and vinyl lovers will enjoy the high-performance MM Phono preamp.

A vast array of HDMI, digital audio, and analog inputs ensure that you won’t outgrow the MX121 anytime soon.
MX121 a/v control center

General Specifications

A/V Connections:
- 7.1 Channels, 7 stereo unbalanced analog inputs plus MM phono, one stereo balanced in and one set 7.1 analog in
- 3 Optical, 2 Coaxial SPDIF digital inputs, 1 optical output, 24 bit 192 kHz resolution
- 6 HDMI inputs, 2 HDMI outputs
- 4 Component video inputs, 2 Component video outputs, 5 Composite video inputs, 3 out

Control Connections:
- Network RJ45, RS232, Data input/output and 2 Power Control Outputs Network Features, DLNA1.5 Certified, Internet Radio, Stream audio and video from network

Audio Specifications:
- Audyssey processing bypassed and manual Tone/eq set to flat setting
- Signal-to-Noise Ratio:
  - Phono: 86dB
  - High Level: 96dB below rated output
- Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.005% maximum from 20Hz to 20 KHz
- Maximum Output Voltage:
  - 6.5V Unbalanced Outputs, 13V Balanced Outputs
- Weight:
  - 30lbs (13.61Kg) net, 54lbs (24.49Kg) in shipping carton

Overall Dimensions:
- Width is 17-1/2 inches (44.45cm)
- Height is 7-5/8 inches (19.37cm) including feet
- Depth is 19-1/2 inches (49.53cm) including the Front Panel, Knobs, and Rear Panel Connections

For the Consumer’s Protection:
In order to ensure the highest level of customer satisfaction, “new” McIntosh products may only be purchased over-the-counter or delivered and installed by an Authorized McIntosh Dealer. McIntosh products that are purchased over the Internet, by phone or mail order are presumed to be “used” and do not qualify for any McIntosh Warranty. McIntosh does not warrant, in any way, products that are purchased from anyone who is not an Authorized Dealer or products that have had their serial number altered or defaced.

Companion Products
The McIntosh MC8207 Power Amplifier, MVP891 Universal Player, MPC1500 Power Controller, LCR80 Center Channel Loudspeaker and the XR100 Loudspeakers are logical companions for the MX121 A/V Control Center. Your Authorized Dealer can provide additional information.

To experience the legendary performance of McIntosh, please call on us at 1.800.538.6576.

www.mcintoshlabs.com